1. To many, the most impressive spectacle is the main gate itself—a reminder to all that they are welcome in this American home. The convenient observation towers (such as at left) provide for the safety of residents and visitors alike.

2. Presidential cattle graze lazily on the lower forty thousand. Radar-guided low-yield nuclear missiles can pre-empt rustlers before the idea of rustling has even entered their heads—thus keeping those steers safe and sound until it's time for the slaughter.
Citizens who visit the President's Ranch can learn many a lesson in thrift and economy. Here, American workers are taught the value of a dollar.

You say you've got an itchy trigger finger? The President's recreational target range is just the ticket! Enjoy skeet shooting with surplus Sam's and F-105's. Relax and unwind.
5. Ordinary Americans who visit the presidential spread are spared no expense to make their lodgings comfortable and inviting. Here we view one of the spacious multi-unit facilities.

6. The posh amenities of the ranch are not limited to the presidential family alone; no sir! Here, an ordinary American like yourself enjoys one of Mr. Reagan's luxurious hot tubs.
The presidential ranch is a place of rest, privacy, solitude—a safe haven from the prying eyes of the liberal media—as our reporter learned.

And so you have the Reagan ranch—a place of comfort... safety... security... the dream of every American homeowner. Now, as night falls, and the Reagans settle down to dinner in the lavish ready room, we bid a fond farewell!

*end.*